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T is now commonplace to study finite-dimensional models of second-order processes. More explicitly, we often model processes with a given covariance as the output of a finite-dimensional linear system in state-space form with initial state x(to) uncorrelated with its white noise input for 1 >I,. These are often known as forwards or c a m 1 Markovian models of the process. In several applications, e.g., in smoothing problems, it is useful to consider backwards or anticausal models in which the excitation starts at some time t, and runs "backwards" in time. Just reversing time in the forwards model will destroy the Markovianness and, therefore, a different construction has to be used. The appropriate backwards Markovian model was first described in [l] (see also [4] , w).
In this paper, we make a further clarification of the relations between the forward and backward models and we study more fully the case of stafionaiy processes corresponding to time-invariant models that are stable and commence at to= -M, running fonuard, or at t, = + M, running backward. This specialization both lends greater intuitive content to some of the results, and allows more results to be obtained. (Moreover, time-varying versions of a number of results could also be derived.)
In section 11, we analyze the scheme in 111- [5] for passing from a forward model to a backward model in transfer function terms. It turns out that for a single-input single-output systems, the backward model has the same zeros as the forward model, with poles that are reflections through the jw-axis of the forward model poles. In Section 111, we describe the appropriate generalization of this notion with the aid of matrix fraction descriptions [6] of the forward and backward models.
In Sections IV and V we study situations in which the forward and associated backward models have the same transfer function matrix, to within sign change of the independent variable. As explained later, certain physical situations may lead to this happening. It turns out that such "self-dual" situations imply that the model output process has a statistical time-reversibili@ property, which is equivalent to the power spectrum being a symmetric matrix. Furthermore, we show that in the right coordinate basis, processes internal to the model (e.g., the state or partial state processes) also have a generalized (so-called dynamic) reversibility property when considered along with the output process. The dynamic reversibility property of the state process is also examined in 1211.
In Section VI we discuss briefly the determination of self-dual models. The results in Sections IV-VI are closely related to ideas in the theory of passive networks, especially as regards the relations between external and internal reciprocity (see [7] - [lo] ). These connections will be made more explicit in the paper; we might mention that they have also led us to some new views of the network synthesis problem [l 11, [12] . Let @(s) be an m x m square matrix of real rational functions of s satisfying the following conditions: Proposition I: Given a forwards Markovian model obeying (2.6) and (2.7), a backwards Markovian model ~( t ) = H,x,(~)+ J,P(~),
can be obtained by choosing ' {F,, G,, H,, J,) such that Such choice will ensure that xb(.) and x(.) have the same covariance
(2.13) and of course the same fory,(.) andy(.),
(2.14) The transfer fuiction of this backwards model is Ex(t)x'(t)=II, for all t >to> -m.
and it obeys the relation . . Some calculation shows that @(.) can itself be written in @(s)= W(S) W1(-S) = Wb(s) W,'(-s). (2.16) "rational form" as Remark I
@ ( s ) = J J ' + H ( s I -F ) -l~+~' ( -s~-~) -'~'
In fact one can identify the trajectories of x ( . ) and ' (2.94 x,(.) (and hence also y(.) and y, (.) (2.10b) w b (~) u(s) = w(s) (2.17) Now by reversmg the direction of time in the above where eauation (2.7). we shall obviouslv aet a "backwards" for the spectral matrix a(.)). However, an important property of the "forwards" model (2.6) and (2.7) will beand U(S) is "paraunitary" or "allpass" in the sense that lost. Thus note that, because u(.) is white (Gaussian) and pletely specify Db(s). In the general case, knowledge of the The poles have to be reflected for all backward models zeros alone does not completely specify a matrix polyin order to have them purely noncausal (anticausal), but nomial and we have to capture the key properties of Db (s) there is no such constraint on the zeros. Different anti-in a less direct way than by (3.5). For this we first note causal backwards models can be obtained by flipping . that an equivalent way of saying thatthe zeros of devarious combinations of zeros across the jw-axis and the ~D~( s ) are the reflections of those of detD(s) is that backwards Markovian model is the one corresponding to detD&s)= k d e t~( -s ) . (3.6) no zeros being flipped.
That the zeros will remain invariant may also be seen Similarly (3.4) and (2.18) can be combined as We shall show in Theorem 1 below that these two proper-
ties essentially suffice to determine Db(s) uniquely. <We may note that matrix pairs obeying(3.6) and (3.7) in the original forwards realization (2.7). For controllable (but with s and -s replaced by z and z-l) arise as the scalar systems it is well known and easy to prove that forward and backward predictors in the so-called L~~ state-feedback only moves the poles and does not directly (Levinson-Whittle-Wiggins-Rol;inson) algorithm for affect the zeros.
predicting stationafy sequences, and in the closely related To obtain the corresponding results for multivariable theory of matrix orthogonal polynomials (cf,, [131 and the systems, we would use the so-called matrix-fraction de-references therein), Such pairs, without the rest;iction scription (MFD's), as will be explained in the next section. (3.5a) that D(s) be stable also arise in a stability test for
MATRIX-FRACTION DESCRIP~ON OF matrix polynomials [14]. Motivated by these facis, we BACKWARDS MARKOVIAN MODELS-DUAL MAT-
shall say that two matrix polynomials
not necessarily stable, are dual if they are related as in (3.6) and (3.7). It is a standard result [6] that one may associate with a
The following theorem, proved in Appendix I, demoncompletely controllable pair {F, G) a square-polynomial strates the existence of D&). A const~ctiveprocedur(: matrix D(s) such that may be found in the proof of the theorem, and it is closely det,D(s) = det(s1-F ) (3.1) tied to the construction-in Proposition 1. In case N is reciprocal, i.e., contains no gyrators, we " Let W(s) be a spectral factor of a prescribed rational 4) Note that by our earlier discussions, we have an Power spectrum matrix, and let Wb(s) he the dual spectral explicit statespace construction, at least when (3.5a) holds factor, obtained from a state-variable or matrix fraction (or more generally when detD(s) and detD(-s) are description of W(s) via the procedure of Sections I1 or 111. Note too that, as suggested by the statement of the elsewhere, see [ll] and [12] . Consider an n-port network N above theorem, it proves convenient to expand the definicomprised of a finite number of passive capacitors, induo tion of self-duality to permit an orthogonal "normalizing" tors, transformers, gyrators and resistors and suppose it is matrix (see also Theorem 1).
drawn as in Fig. 1 , as a lossless (n+ m) port terminated at Some elementary concepts from statistical thermodym ports in unit resistors. (Transformer noimalization will namics [16] provide helpful insights into the symmetry of take care of unit resistors.) Suppose the network possesses a(.) and possible self-duality of a spectral factor. Lety (.) an impedance matrix Z(s). Let W(s) be the transfer fun&-be a stationary vector random process. Then y(.) has a tion m5trix linking current sources in parallel with the second-order reversibiity property if statistics computed resistors to the voltage vector at the 9 input ports of the running forwards in time are the same as those running network. Then it can be shown that W(s) is a (forward) backwards in time. (Thus a tape recording of y(.) would spectral factor for @(s)= Z(s)+ Zr(-s) (which is a power be indistinguishable as far as statistics fromthe same tape spectrum matrix); in fact, by Nyquist's theorem (see, e.g., recording played backwards.) What is the condition for [15]) the thermal. noise in the resistors of the network Y(.) to have the reversibility property? Clearly, for all t induces a random process at the ports of. N which has and 7 .
power spectrum @(s) to within a scaling copstant. In a physical sense, the dual of W(s) can be obtained in two shown that W,(-s) is the transfer function matrix linking Thus (4.1) implies that the covariance of y(.) is symmetric, and thus so is its power spectrum matrix. The conhahave -8 here bscause in the nefuork all transfer fun*ons are verse is easy. In summary we have the following proposicausal.
tion.
.9M)
IEEE TRANSACTIONS ON CIRCUITS AND SYSSTBM, VOL. CAS-26, NO. 11, NOVEMBER I979 Proposition 3; A stationary process ' Y ( . ) has the replacing T ; the uniqueness of T then implies T = T'. 'second-order reversibility property if and only if its power Now .because W(S) = w,(-s )~, Q (~) is symmetric 'and spectral matrix is symmetric. then so is H(sI-F)-'K. Therefore, Note that every scalar process is reversible. Theorem 2 states. that reversible models always yield , reversible
H(SI-F)-'K= K'(SI-F)-'H'
processes; we shall show below that reversible processes =K,T(~I-T-'~F,T\-~T-~H, have some models that are reversible, at least in a certain extended sense.
For this analysis, we develop state-variable interprets-(The third equality follows from the first two equations of tions in Proposition 4 below of the symmetry of Q (s) 2) The next proposition, which slightly extends a result of Youla and Tissi [8] , sets up the existence of a certain matrix which will be used in Theorem 3 to define a new coordinate basis displaying internal reversibiity.
Proposition 4: Let W(s) with minimal state variable realization (F, G, H , J ) be a spectral factor of @(s) such that Reh,(F) < 0. Suppose that
However, this expression 1s also, as noted above, -H(*I -F)-'G, so that G= T-TII-'GQ. Therefore, T' satisfies the first three equations of (4.4), and so T = T'. The last equation of (4.4) is derived as follows. Since IIF'+FII=-GG', we have ~-l n -l n~q -i~-l +
Since II is a unique solution of FX
Our task is now to exhibit a reversibility property of the -.(sI-nF'n-')-'GQ (4'3b) state process of a reversible or self-dual model. We shall where II satisfies IIF'+ FIT= ; GG'. Then there exists a show that in a suitable coordinate basis, the state vector, unique nonsingulHr ,symmetric T such that call it 5, has the property K'T=H T-'F'T=F
2E[F(t)F1(t-T)] = E[Z(t)Z(t + T)]2 (4.5) -T -~I I -~G Q = G T U T =~-~. '
(4'4) where 2 is a diagonal (so-called signature) matrix with with (cf. (2.9)) -. + 1, -1 elements on the diagonal. By arranging the vector K=IIH'+ GJ'. entries so that 2= l, + -I;, (4.5) says that Before proving the proposition, we remark that if @(s)
istence of a symmetric T satisfying'the first two equalities ~[%(t)Z;(t-T)] = -~[ ?~( t ) F ; ( t + T)]. in (4.4) follows. In the proposition;however, we make a different, and weaker, minimality assumption. (TJ, Thus %(:) and Fq(.) are separately reversible, but jointly minimality of {F,G,H) need not imply the'minimality of are not. However, modulo a sign change there is a revers-(F, K, H), though the converse is true.).
ibility. This t h e of generalized reversibility of a process is 
rkersibility for this property, G d we shall use thik desig-,Next we recall a basic state-space theorem which says that nation. any two minimal realizations must be related by a unique
The following theorem is related to one in network theory (cf. [9, p. 3241) . similarity transformation. In our problem this theorem shows that there is a unique nonsingular T such that the Theorem 3 first three equations of (4.4) hold. Now let us check that T must be symmpt&. We shall Let W(s) with minimal state variable realization establish h a t the first three equations of (4.4) hold with 'f" (F, G, H , J ) be a spectral factor of a symmetric rational 
[ : ; ] E [ [ ; [ : ; ] [ T (~-T ) Y , (~-T ) ]
= V' X V (4.6)
where II'lZ is the positive definite square root of II and X is a diagonal matrix with + 1 and -1 elements on the diagonal. Define a state-space transformation .
~n -1 / 2~
( 4.7) where x is the state-variable in the noise model (2.9) defined by W(s). Then F has the generalized reversibility urouertv of (4.51.
Given any spectral factor in state-variable form with state process x(t) and dynamic reversibility of [Fr(t)y'(t)], it does not follow that E[x(t)xl(t)]= I, but it does follow that the self-duality property (4.3) holds, and in this sense we have a converse of Theorem 3. To check this, observe that the dynamic reversihility property is equivalent to
Before proving the result, we note that (4.6) implies T=II-~/'V'ZVII-~/', and in view of the appearance of vII-II2 in (4.7), it might be thought that any decomposition of T as W' X W might definite a suitable transformation matrix W. This is actually not the case: the ortho- [ sinhx ]
Also, pre-and post-multiplying IIF'+ FII= -GG' by X coshx yields XGG'X = GG' or XG = GQ for some o r t h o g o~l Q, is clearly not orthogonal.
i.e., 2 vn-1/2~11-1/2~= v~-I / Z~I I -~/ Z V ,~, Further, if @(s) has the form (4.9), it is always possible to obtain a self-dual model for @(s). One possibility (but However, this is a direct consequence of the fact that not the only one) is provided by TF= F'T.
Several comments are auurounate. In this section, we consider the situation in which an intermediate variable z(.), the "partid state" associated with a matrix fraction description of a spectral factor matrix, links the input u ( . ) and output I ( . ) :
We aim to discover a reversibility property of z(.) given the self-duality of W(s)= N(s)D -I ( $ . However, it is preferable to consider z ( . ) as part of a larger process [z'(.)yT(.)l', and look for a reversibility property of this process. For otherwise, we could conceive of a nonselfdual scalar spectral factor with (D(s),N(s)) scalar; then because I ( . ) is a scalar process, it automatically is reversible. By considering the larger process [z'(.)y'(.)J', we shall be able to draw the conclusion that in the right coordinate basis, this process has dynamic reversibility if and only if W(s)= N(s)D -l(s) has the self-duahty property.
To discover a reversibility property for z ( . ) given the self-duality of W(s)= N(s)D -I@), the general approach is to obtain a unimodular matrix that transforms D and N so that the resulting new z ( . ) , call it i(.), has with y ( . ) the same sort of generalized reversibility property as did the transformed state-variable Z(.) with y ( . ) in Theorem 3. We begin with a proposition that will allow construction of the transforming unimodular matrix.
Proposition 5 The Darlington network synthesis procedure takes a rational scalar spectral factor p(s)/q(s) and obtains from it a spectral factor for the same spectrum of the form m(s)/n(s) with m(s) possessing a zero pattern symmetric with respect to the jw-axis. A multivariable version-the reciprocal Bayard synthesis-can be found in [7] , with a state-space description of the procedure in [9] .
Finally, given a state-variable realization of a spectral factor W(s), viz., i = Fx + Gu, y = Hx + Ju, with the 
=[. I ] [ o I ]
such models perhaps deserve more prominence than they have hitherto been given in the system theory (as opposed This is equivalent to (5.7).
to the network theory) literature. It is easy to check the converse result, that if (5.7) holds, There are still important questions to answer concernthen we must necessarily have E(s)6 -'(s) defining a ing such models. In general, a minimum phase spectral self-dual realization. We shall omit the. proof.
factor (expressed as a matrix fraction of two coprime matrices) is not self-dual. There arises the question of VI. SELF-DUAL MODEL CONSTRUCTION i+, whether, among the class of self-dual models of a preStatistical m e c h e s suggests . that many physically scribed symmetric power spectrum, there is one possessing based random processes have an internal dynamic revers-even some of the special properties of the minimum phase ibility property [lo] , [16] . This suggests that we should be spectral factor. Secondly, it has proven possible to estabconcerned with the construction and even identification of lish certain partitions of the class of nonself-dual models self-dual models for symmetric power spectrum matrices. of minimal state-variable dimension of a prescribed power In this section, we refer briefly to some constructions for spectrum [20] . Equally, one can ask how self-dual models self-dual models. These constructions are esskntially tied of a symmetric spectrum might be grouped.
